Corporate Overview

NTT Security: A Center of Excellence
for Security Services
Who we are
NTT Security is the specialized security
company and center of excellence
in security for NTT Group. As an NTT
Group company, we’re part of one of the
largest information and communications
technology (ICT) companies in the world.
With a direct presence in over 90 countries,
an annual R&D investment of $2 billion and
more than 280,000 employees, we are part
of a stable, profitable, and well-respected
global organization.
What we do
We deliver integrated security solutions
through NTT Group companies worldwide
(NTT Communications, NTT DATA and
Dimension Data). We specialize in managed
security services and consulting that
enhance and extend the wider services
provided by NTT Group companies.

Delivering agile security for resilient
business solutions
All NTT Group companies aim to provide
their clients with resilient business
solutions. When you work with any NTT
Group company you can be assured that
NTT Security is committed to delivering
cybersecurity solutions as part of each
NTT Group client engagement. NTT Group
companies rely on us to have the right
people, process and technology in place
to be able to quickly understand and deal
with their clients’ security-related business
challenges and requirements.

We leverage talent and expertise across
the group to continuously look at
innovative ways to help NTT Group clients
improve their security posture. Together
we have expertise in every aspect of
business, from infrastructure through to
applications; data analytics to cloud and
the internet of things (IoT).
Being part of the NTT Group gives us
unparalleled insight to global threats. With
joint R&D activities, threat analysis, threat
reporting and threat intelligence through
collaboration between our Global Threat

The NTT Group companies are responsible
for taking our services to market globally.
By harnessing our global capabilities in
advanced analytics, threat intelligence, and
security expertise, together we develop and
deliver innovative security capabilities and
services.
Our services portfolio covers every aspect
of specialized managed security services
and consulting services to help you reduce
risk and embrace digital transformation.
By working together with NTT Group
companies, from initial assessment through
to strategic program planning, hands-on
deployment and 24/7 management and
support, we deliver these services using
local resources that leverage our global
capabilities with a track record of on-time,
on-budget delivery of projects.

Our services are supported by substantial R&D and operational investments
that combine the power of advanced analytics, the breadth of threat
intelligence, and certified, experienced security experts to provide the
strongest possible protection.
Figure 1: How NTT Security delivers resilient business solutions
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Intelligence Center (GTIC) and the NTT
Group Global Threat Intelligence Platform
(GTIP), we provide relevant information
needed to make informed decisions around
risk and security.
Managed Security Services (MSS)
Our Managed Security Services (MSS) are
designed for NTT Group global enterprise
clients who need to outsource elements of
their security operations.
We possess best-of-breed capabilities to
deliver a diverse array of managed security
services. We capture, store, automate and
analyze logs, meaning that you’re a step
closer to finding that malicious needle in
a haystack. We use our state-of-the-art
artificial intelligence, machine learning, and
global threat intelligence to detect threats
and process mountains of data to pinpoint
what’s important to your business. We also
add human enrichment to carefully validate
what we find.
Our security experts will monitor and
manage assets 24/7, giving IT teams more
time to focus on the strategic development
of their business.
By turning huge volumes of data into useful
intelligence, we help NTT Group clients to
see the whole picture rather than isolated
events. Security experts at our Security
Operations Centers (SOCs) work 24/7 to
proactively protect organizations against
multiple, complex security threats.
Strategic and Technical Consulting
Through our proven Global Enterprise
Methodology (GEM), we enable NTT Group
clients to understand their current risk
exposure and make informed decisions for
continuous risk management.

Our Strategic Consulting provides executive
guidance on compliance, independent risk
assessments and risk remediation as well
as supplementary and integration services.
Furthermore as a pure-play end-to-end
security provider, our approach to Technical
Consulting includes skilled guidance on
day to day compliance, best practice
technical assessment and implementation
on a wide range of business challenges;
and immediate incident response and
remediation.
Our consulting teams bring real-world
expertise to projects and security control
implementations.
Our unique capabilities
Advanced Analytics
The only way to respond to the ever
changing threat landscape is to transform
the efficiency of detection and response.
We use our state-of-the-art artificial
intelligence, machine learning, big data,
and complex event processing analysis
to process petabytes of data and ensure
that this is searchable and retrievable for
clients. We also add human enrichment to
carefully validate and apply context to
what we find.
Threat Intelligence
A collaboration between our global
Security Operations Centers (SOCs), our
Global Threat Intelligence Centers (GTICs)
and our Global Threat Intelligence Platform
(GTIP) allows for complete analysis of
information to provide current, emerging
and applied threat intelligence. We’ll
ensure that we give this intelligence the
right level of context, depending on the
industry, market, and business model to
make this relevant to each organization.

Security Experts
Fifteen hundred NTT Security experts all
work towards one common goal – to build
and deliver world-class security services
for NTT Group clients. Our team covers the
entire range of security expertise including
security system developers, engineers,
architects, data scientists, researchers and
certified security consulting practitioners.
We also work collaboratively with
colleagues from NTT Group companies
who take our services to market, including
NTT Communications, NTT DATA and
Dimension Data as well as other centers of
excellence within NTT Group such as the
NTT Innovation Institute.
Innovation
Innovation is at the heart of what we do.
But we don’t innovate for the sake of it. We
collaborate with our talented colleagues
in the NTT Group and their clients to bring
innovative ideas to the forefront.
Our people
Our exclusive focus on cybersecurity
enables us to attract the world’s most
experienced security experts who are
passionate about cybersecurity and risk
management, and want to work at the
leading edge of this industry. As the center
of excellence in security for NTT Group, we
employ a team with real life experience at
all business levels – from CISOs of worldleading companies to specific compliance
and technology specialists.
Together, in partnership with other NTT
Group companies we deliver the very
best managed security services, security
consulting services and security technology
for NTT Group clients.

About NTT Security
NTT Security is the specialized security company and the center of excellence in security for NTT Group. With embedded security we
enable NTT Group companies to deliver resilient business solutions for clients’ digital transformation needs. NTT Security has 10 SOCs,
seven R&D centers, over 1,500 security experts and handles hundreds of thousands of security incidents annually across six continents.
NTT Security ensures that resources are used effectively by delivering the right mix of Managed Security Services, Security Consulting
Services and Security Technology for NTT Group companies – making best use of local resources and leveraging our global capabilities.
NTT Security is part of the NTT Group (Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Corporation), one of the largest ICT companies in the world.
Visit nttsecurity.com to learn more about NTT Security or visit www.ntt.co.jp/index_e.html to learn more about NTT Group.
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